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A group of university and community women combined

A .ffort, to found the rVoment Archive and Research

I lc.rrr., flWARC) as a unique resource for rhe ciry of
Houston and for the University of Houston. The movement from
idea to realiry took several years, but the'Woment Archive, sup-

ported by the Friends of \7omen's Studies and the \7omen's

Studies Program of the Universiry of Houston, is now housed in
the department of Special Collections & Archives within the

University of Houston
Libraries. The \Wz\RC rs

available to students,

researchers, and the general

public as a resource for
exploring the history of
women in Houston. The
story of the founding of the

\7ARC shows how a group

of women successfully creat-

ed a new service in one of
Houston's major universiries.

The \WARC story began

with the inception of the
-Woment Studies program

in the fall semester of 1991.

Cynthia Freeland, a profes-

sor of Philosophy, became

the first director of the
\Woment Studies program,

which had been established "in response to vocal student demand

and in recognition of broad faculry expertise."' Recognizing the

need to generate funding and to promote the tffoment Studies

Program to ensure its success, Freeland and communiry volunteer
Carey Shuart proposed forming a Friends group for the Program.

Shuart had recently assumed a volunteer role at the University of
Houston as the Ufriends Coordinatoq working with various

departments within the Universiry to publicize programs and

activities. A communiry volunteer, native Houstonian, and former

student of the Universiry of Houston, Shuart would become a key

supporter of the Friends of \Woment Studies and the \trARC.'
ln larc 1992, Cynthia Freeland articulated the vision of the

\7ARC by drafting a proposal for an archive and research center.
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(r-l) Carey Shrart, Cynthia Freeland, and Elizabeth Gregory cunent Director of the

Womeis Stadies ?rogram. Photograph by Audrey Crawford.

The proposal outlined its vision and mission, how it would be dis-

tinctive, and possible models for its formation. The archive would
provide a "focal point for the systematic collection of woment
papers," and the research center would "[provide] for the active

use, study, and dissemination of archival materials by visiting
scholars." Together, the archive and research center would offer the

community other resources, such as a lecture series, conferences, a

speaker's bureau, facilitation of networking opportunities, and

assistance with public histories.3

The details of setting up a

structure and process for the

\7ARC would occupy the

Friends of \7omen's Studies for
the next wvo years.

In the fall of 1993 the Board

of the Friends of \7omen's

Studies focused on the found-
ing of the \Toment Archive and

Research Center as their top

prioriry.a The Board initially
utilized the Bunting Institute at

Radcliffe as a possible model for
the \7ARC. Cynthia Freeland

had used this model in her

1992 proposal, and the Friends

of \Womeris Studies had

brought in Dr. Florence Ladd,

Director of the Bunting, for
consultation in early 1993.'Although it was a powerfirl model, the

Bunting Institute enjoyed a heritage and resources totally different
from the situation at the University of Houston. The Board inves-

tigated other research centers, based on issues such as funding,
focus, structure, association with an archive, affiliation with a

\Toment Studies program, and importance of regional identity.6

Interest began to shift from the Bundng model toward a "modu-

lar" research center focusing on particular areas, such as women in
Gxas politics, women in space, women in the professions, etc.7

The Lecture Series Committee of the Friends also saw this modu-
lar format as a good way to dovetail the structure of a planned lec-

ture series to the structure of the \7ARC.'
In addition to defining its structure, the Board addressed the
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issues of content and the location of the archive. It initiated

research on local woment groups regarding their materials and

interest in donation and began discussions with the University
Libraries about potential level of commitment and available space.

In addition, it created a brochure and a directory of women's orga-

nizations and began designing potential modules and identi$,ing

sources of funding.'At this time, the Board members had a variety

of ideas regarding their vision for the \trARC, two of which ulti-
mately formed the basis for the design of the collection. The

\7ARC would collect oral histories, and the archive collection

would reflect the diversity of the city of Houston.'o

After nearly two years of work by the Friends of 'W'oment

Studies and the \7omen's Studies program, the Board sought col-

laboration with the University Libraries. In February 1994, Carey

Shuart initiated a meeting between Robin Downes, then Director

of Libraries, and the Board. \While pointing out the need for space,

personnel, and staff and budget lines, Downes affirmed the will-
ingness of the Libraries to assist in the creation of the \7ARC." He

subsequently requested budget lines for an archivist and an

archival assistant, paving the way for integration of the \WARC

with rhe University Libraries.

A meeting in October 1995 brought together the leaders who

would put the \WARC in place. Elizabeth Gregory, who had suc-

ceeded Cynthia Freeland as Director of -Woment Studies, met

with representatives from the Libraries to clarify connections

between the University Archives, the Universiry Libraries, and the

\7ARC. The Libraries' representatives at that time were Dana

Rooks, Assistant Director of Libraries, who would be named the

Libraries' first Dean in 1997; Pat Bozeman, Head, Special

Collections & Archives, the department that would house and

administer the \7ARC; and Andrea Bean Hough, Special

Collections Librarian, who would assume the role of University

Archivist on January I, 1996.

This meeting clarified the issues of library space, responsibiliry

for the collection, and the collecting process. V{hereas earlier meet-

ings had assumed that the UH Library would not necessarily be

the long-term or permanent location for the archives pofiion of
the \Wr\RC, by this time the Friends of -Woment Studies was no

Ionger looking at other spaces and wanted to use UH library space

on condition that the materials would be "accessible." The decision

about responsibiliry for the collection and the collecting process

provided for a shared process betr.veen the Universiry Libraries, the

Board of the Friends ofrWomen's Srudies, and the tWomen's Studies

program. In consultation with the Board of the Friends and other

\7omen's Studies constituencies, the fuchivist would decide what

collections would be accepted. The University fuchivist would
oversee the \Woment fuchive and, together with the University
Archive, the \WARC would form a unit within the Department of
Special Collections & fuchives of the University of Houston
Libraries. This positioned the \(oment Archive within the policies

and procedures of the University of Houston and the Universiry

Libraries, while the Friends of \7omen's Studies continued to pro-

vide funding for the processing ofcollections."

By January 1995, the processes that formed the rVoment

Archive were in place and the Library was preparing to receive col-

lections. At a meeting with the Board of the Friends of lVoment

Studies, Andrea Bean Hough, then University fuchivist, urged the

Board to develop a collection development poliry and to identify
organizations with which to begin working toward the acquisition

of records. The Library was in the process of renovating space and

hiring staff for the \Toment Archive, and Hough proposed hiring

history interns to assist in the processing of the collections. Hough

also anticipated the development of future resources, such as a web

site, online finding aids, online cataloging of collections, and

announcements of new collections as appropriate.l3

The Friends of \Toment Studies developed a collection poliry
focused on the papers of Houston area woment organizations. The

acquisition of the papers of the Houston Area tVomen's Center
(HA\[C) in June 1996 marked the beginning of the \Woment

Archive. Other early collections included materials from local

activist Marjorie Randal relating to the 1977 lnterrrational
tVoment Year Conference; the papers of Hazelwitch, a local pro-

duction company; the papers of Nikki Van Hightower; and the

records of Top Ladies of Distinction. The Marjorie Randal

International \Toment Year collection and the Van Hightower

papers would be the first collections to be processed. In September

1996, renovation of the space for the \Toment Archive was com-

pleted and over a hundred guests attended the inauguration ofthe
new facilities on the seventh floor of the M.D. Anderson building
at the University of Houston-Central Campus.

The collections no\M cover a wide variety of woment organiza-

tions including cultural development and social action groups,

philanthropic and professional associations, and sports and garden

clubs. Since 1996, almost fivo dozen collections have been brought
in, the majoriry of which have been quicldy processed. In addition,
the \Wr\RC initiated an active oral history program that augments

the papers in the archive with narratives by women active in the

community and in the organizations whose papers are collected in
the archive. In addition, the'W'omen's fuchive functions as an

active communiry resource. Groups continually add to their col-

lections, and donors use their processed collections to locate infor-
mation about their own history. Local organizations consult the

papers of similar groups for ideas and insights.

The archivist and author has participated in public events, such

as the 1999 \7omen United Conference in Houston, providing
best practices for women interested in maintaining their own his-

tories or preserving the papers of their organizations. The Women's

Archive also ensures visibility for \Toment Studies and for the col-

Iections by displays, such as an exhibit for Thble Talk (the annual

fundraiser of the Friends of \floment Studies) and a semi-perma-

nent display at the University Library.

The \VARC is actively engaged in carrying out its two-fold
goal: the acquisition, processing, and maintenance of records of
woment organizations; and the use of these collections by

researchers. \fith carefully processed acquisitions and a growing

set of collections, the \Toment Archive offers an invaluable

resource for scholars exploring twentieth century women's history
particularly the history of women in Houston. Graduate students
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tap the collections for thesis and dissertation work, and \Woment

Studies courses have taken advantage of the archivistt expertise

and the \[omen's Archive collections to introduce students to
archival research. In support ofits goal ro encourage research, the

\7ARC offers scholarships for students and fellowships for
\Woment Studies graduate students and faculry.

In the nine years since Carey Shuart and Cynthia Freeland ini-
tiated the Friends of \Woment Studies and first proposed rhe mis-
sion and vision of the \X/r\RC, many of their ideas have come ro
fruition. The product of a unique collaboration between the uni-
versiry and the communiry the \7ARC conrinues an active

involvement with the community, while preserving the records of
Houston history for students and scholars.
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